
#

5

Captain

Yes

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6063 245 4.86 1.71 33 1/8 9 5/8 28.5 6.82 4.27 110" N/A

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Mental Processing, Play Speed, Arm Strength, Play Strength, Extend Plays, Competitive 

Toughness 

WORST

QB

Starting QB best fit in an offense that attacks the middle of the field at all levels and uses 

Play Action to produce deep opportunities. 

2008-2014 - No Significant Injuries.  2015 - Knee (ACL) - Weeks 12-17.

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

8th year veteran QB who has played in BAL for his entire career, starting 137 of 137 games. 1st year playing in

OC Marc Trestman's system which is a balanced offensive attack, utilizing quick, short passes while also

attacking the intermediate and deep areas. Right-handed QB with very good height and weight, displaying

solid AA with good balance, solid speed, and adequate quickness. Shows very good mental processing, before

the snap, recognizes pressure and adjusts the protection or changes the play entirely in order to increase the

offense's success. After the snap, quickly recognizes the coverage and makes good decisions, working through

full-field progressions and finding the open man, will take what the defense gives him, executing open throws

in the underneath areas and not forcing balls into heavy coverage. Showed improved mental processing and

decision making throughout the season, working through progressions faster and finding the open man more

effectively. Has good anticipation on In and Out breaking routes, as well as Comeback routes, releasing ball

prior to receiver's break and maximizing space at the catch-point. Has solid accuracy on Screen passes, placing

the ball such that receiver can gain YAC, has good accuracy in the short and intermediate areas, over the MOF,

on throws to both stationary and moving targets. Has good ability to place balls away from defender and

protect receiver from contact. Deep accuracy improved throughout the season, showing good ability to hit

receiver in stride running down the sideline and locate balls to give receiver optimal chance to catch 50-50

balls. Has very good arm strength with very good ability to drive the ball across the field and vertically into the

intermediate and deep areas, has very good ability to drive balls into tight windows. Has good poise, shows

good recognition of pressure and will stand tall in the pocket, keeping eyes downfield and maintaining good

decision making ability. Has very good ability to extend plays, shows very good movement in the pocket with

very good ability to climb and slide, when flushed out of the pocket, shows good mobility to get to the edge and

good ability to throw accurately on the run. Has good play strength and physical toughness, maintaining grasp

on the football through DL swat and has good ability to fight through contact and get ball out safely while in

defender's grasp, avoiding sacks and turnovers. Has elite competitive toughness, elevates performance

throughout the game and in critical moments, is at his best in game-winning situations. Struggles with

accuracy on Out-breaking routes at all levels of the field, to the left and right, throwing the ball too far in front

of receiver, negating opportunity for catch. Allows lower-body throwing mechanics to break down under

duress and when he perceives pressure, rushing through his dropback, not setting feet and driving off back

foot, causing him to throw inaccurate balls. Overall, a starting QB you can win because of who can execute

throws at all levels of the field. Makes good decisions and wants the ball in his hands to win the game.

Struggles with accuracy on Out-breaking routes and struggles to maintain mechanics under duress. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

137
Games Started

137
Games Won

Accuracy on Out-Breaking Routes, Mechanics Under Duress 

PROJECTION Starting QB you can win because of who can execute throws at all levels of the field. Makes 

good decisions and wants the ball in his hands to win the game. Struggles with accuracy on 

Out-breaking routes and struggles to maintain mechanics under duress

2015: at DEN, vs CIN, at PIT, at ARZ, at SD

86
Winning %

63%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2012 - Led BAL to Super Bowl XLVII title, became the second QB in NFL postseason 

history to throw 11 TDs and 0 INTs. Only starting QB in NFL history to win a playoff game 

in each of his first five seasons (2008-12).  2013 - Set career highs in attempts (614) and 

completions (362), throwing for 3,912 yards while becoming the first player in franchise 

history to throw for 20,000 yards.  2015 - Became Ravens’ all-time leading passer in yards 

(28,322), TD passes (162), completions (2,479) and attempts (4,070). 
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DELAWARE (DEUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Flacco, Joe
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

QB
DOB (Age)

01-16-85 (31)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Christian, Cole

TEAM


